
Innovation Proficiencies

Leadership, Individual and Team

Attributes that Underlie Innovative Competency
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Innovation Skills
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Innovation is a team activity and the ability of an organization to innovate is determined by innovation leadership 

and the collective innovative capacity of the team members and the people they collaborate with:

Innovative Leadership 
Mindset

Innovative Skills Innovative Role & 
Attributes



Innovative Leadership Mindset



Ambidextrous Innovation Leadership
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The ability to exhibit alternative (and often contradictory) 
mindsets depending on the situation

Existential

Experimental

Persistence

Permissive

Executive

Perspective
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Existential and Permissive
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• If we don’t do something, we will eventually cease to exit

• If we do something big, our existence will be fantastic

• We need to do different things than we are doing now.

• We need to do things differently than we are doing now.

How many of your projects fit 
either one of these?

How permissive are you in 
exploring new opportunities?

Your ability to envision a future existence and give 
permission to realize it.
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Your ability to know when to experiment and when to 
execute.

Experiment and Execute
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• Be visionary, seek insight, be humble and empathic.

• Adapt to new information, test and learn how to pivot.

• Demand operational excellence. Require ‘proof’.

• Focus on quality, cost, efficiency, delivery, etc.

How willing are you to tolerate 
uncertainty and test options?

How demanding are you for 
results and performance?
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Your ability to overcome obstacles and realistically 
understand the situation

Persistence and Perspective*
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• Have a compelling vision communicate it and inspire.

• Confidence overcoming obstacles and the path forward

• Understand your current situation and real issues.

• Be able to make the tough calls and overcome wishful thinking.

Retain faith that you will prevail, 
regardless of the difficulties.

Confront the most brutal facts of 
your current reality.

*Acknowledgement to Jim Collins – Good to Great and the Stockdale Paradox



Innovative Skills
Eight Innovation Proficiencies to Look For



Eight Individual Innovation Proficiencies
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1. Outreach Discovery

The ability to build knowledge networks and find the most valuable sources of

knowledge and connect and engage. Being creative in finding and interpreting

evidence using skeptical curiosity. .

2. Actionable Empathy

The ability to put yourself in someone else’s shoes and experience the

motivations that underlie behaviours of interest. Being able to describe ‘why’

someone behaves the way they do.

3. Broad Aptitude

Broad and deep knowledge in multiple domains. Understand a broad range of

technological, societal and cultural aspects of many domains and to perceive

connections across and between them.

4. Experimental Imagination

The creative ability to come up with unique, new and compelling concepts

through mental recombination. Exploring the adjacent possible and the

adjacent wanted..

5. Mental Duality

The ability to keep the whole and the parts in mind at once. The ability to go

from the specific to the general and back again at will. The ability to connect

levels.

6. Qualitative Synthesis

Think and reason with qualitative knowledge. Synthesize ambiguous and

uncertain information with thinking and reasoning, to create useful models of

complex systems.

7. Clarifying Storytelling

The ability to craft a compelling narrative and convey both the rational and the

emotional aspects of plausible futures.

8. Options Decision Making

The ability to make decisions in the face of ambiguity and uncertainty. To

recognize the probabilistic and complex nature of unfolding actions and keep

future options open.



Outreach Discovery
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The ability to build knowledge networks and find the most
valuable sources of knowledge and connect and engage.
Being creative in finding and interpreting evidence using
skeptical curiosity.

Building a purposeful community and engaging it

• Building connected networks of people with the right

knowledge

Seeking evidence and knowledge that creates insights

• Discover demand, design and system knowledge,

both tacit and explicit.

Exploring new, unfamiliar areas

• Quickly learn what is necessary for dialog and

understanding. Get up to speed in new domains



Actionable Empathy
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The ability to put yourself in someone else’s shoes and
experience the motivations that underlie behaviors of
interest. Being able to describe ‘why’ someone behaves the
way they do.

Seeking new outlooks and perspectives

• Connecting with many different types of people

Understanding others experiences

• Putting yourself into the shoes of others to objectively

see what they experience

Capturing the right knowledge

• Soliciting stories and metaphors to uncover emotional

and rational needs and desires



Broad Aptitude
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Broad and deep knowledge in multiple domains. Quickly
learn and understand a range of societal, technological, and
behavioral aspects and perceive connections across and
between domains.

Technology fluency

• A ‘feel’ for any technology realm and ability to quickly

understand the essence of a technology’s effects

Systems fluency

• A ‘feel’ for any ecosystem and ability to understand

the essence of a business ecosystem’s dynamics

Design fluency

• A ‘feel’ for design and ability to understand the design

alternatives and their tradeoffs and consequences



Mental Duality
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The ability to keep the whole and the parts in mind at once.

The ability to go from the specific to the general and back

again at will. The ability to connect levels.

Seeing the forest and the trees

• Easily move between high, low and mid levels. Not

getting stuck in the weeds or the in the clouds

Connecting the levels

• Understanding at one level informs understanding at

higher and lower levels

Handling conflicting information

• Plus-And, not Either-Or. Keeping conflicting and

opposing information in mind at once



Experimental Imagination
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The creative ability to come up with unique, new and

compelling concepts through mental recombination.

Exploring the adjacent possible and the adjacent wanted.

Recognizing opportunities

• Seeing the confluence of wants (needs and desires)

and possibilities (effects and constraints)

Creative conceptualization

• Coming up with new ideas. Exhibiting lateral thinking

and imagining both problems and solutions

Connecting ambiguous dots

• Finding surprising combinations, pushing the

boundaries, imagining new combinations



Qualitative Synthesis
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Think and reason with qualitative knowledge. Synthesize

ambiguous and uncertain information with thinking and

reasoning, to create useful models of complex systems.

Seeing things as systems

• Extracting essential cause and effect. Being able to

understand complex system dynamics

Imagining futures

• Build models of plausible futures with quantitative

and qualitative information and imagination

Comfort with uncertainty & complexity

• Being able to think and reason with incomplete,

ambiguous and changing information



Clarifying Storytelling
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The ability to craft a compelling narrative and convey both

the rational and the emotional aspects of the future. Getting

people to internalize the implications of action (or inaction).

Distilling the essence

• Making sure the audience understands the potential.

Insuring that the message is clear

Communicating experiences

• Connecting on an emotional level. Getting the

audience to connect with how people will respond

Portraying the dynamic picture

• Cover the ‘what-if’. Make the inherent complexity

simple to understand



Options Decision Making
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The ability to make decisions in the face of ambiguity and

uncertainty. To recognize the probabilistic and complex

nature of unfolding actions and keep future options open.

Decisions with imperfect information

• Deciding in the face of incomplete, ambiguous,

uncertain, and conflicting information

Qualitative Judgment

• Willingness to forgo quantitative ‘certainty’ and

replace it with qualitative judgement and insight

Options mentality

• Make decisions to keep options open until they

deserve to be closed



Innovative Roles & 
Attributes
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The Difference is Important
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Inventor

• Has an idea
• Shows it is possible

Innovator

• Understands what is wanted
• Creates an experience

Entrepreneur

• Has a vision
• Marshals the resources
• Creates the value
• Perseveres



Let the technology polymaths and social 

empaths collaborate over an extended period

The Four Key Innovation Roles
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Technology 
Polymath

Discovery Leader 
(Showrunner)

Social Empath

Incubation Leader 
(Intrapreneur)

Individuals with both high depth and

high breadth of expertise in one or more

core domain areas. They have widened

their knowledge and expertise to be able

to make connections across technology

domains.

Individuals with an ability to marshal

resources, organize fast, intense efforts

on a short timescale and inspire

creativity and passion in a discovery

team. The ability to do this continually

with multiple, simultaneous projects and

domains.

Individuals with strong ability to put

themselves into others shoes and see

the world from the customer’s

perspective. Understand experiences

and have a strong design-thinking

mindset

Individuals with the entrepreneurial

mindset who has the vision and can

inspire a group to move fast and turn an

opportunity into a business.

Key to success



Discovery Roles & Attributes
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• Sense of humility – empathy

• Individualistic

• Effective interaction

• Tolerance for ambiguity

• Adaptive perspective

• Curiosity and desire to learn

• Passion for people and 

community

Discovery Team Member

Discovery Leader – The Showrunner



Incubation Roles & Attributes
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• Ambidextrous mindset

• Effective networking

• Internal legitimacy

• Motivated and fast

• Operational rigor

• Partnering proclivity

• ‘Stockdale’ perspective*

Incubation Team Member

Adapt

Learn

Test

Design

Discovery Leader – The Showrunner

* From ‘Good to Great’ by Jim Collins



The Inovo Group
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For more information, check out the futuring 
resources on our website, or drop Larry a line.

With Inovo as collaboration 
partner and guide, clients 
transform their offerings, 
cultures and innovation 
capabilities.

Larry Schmitt
Managing Partner and Co-founder
Ann Arbor, Michigan
P: +1 (734) 604-3887
E: lschmitt@TheInovoGroup.com

http://www.theinovogroup.com/?s=futuring
mailto:lschmitt@TheInovoGroup.com

